Dear I2SL Chapter Officers,

I2SL is excited about all of the chapter events that are being offered this summer! For those of you looking to add more to your planned events, or want new ideas for future events, consider these opportunities:

- **Offer an I2SL Workshop.** I2SL has nearly a dozen [workshop offerings](#) that you can include as part of a planned event or offer alone as a chapter event. Learn more about hosting an I2SL Workshop.

- **Get speaker ideas from I2SL’s Distinguished Speakers list.** I2SL knows which speakers will pack a room. Look through our [Distinguished Speakers List](#) and contact I2SL if you would like to invite any of these industry professionals to speak at your events.

- **Show an environmental film.** Movies are a great way to attract a variety of attendees and can be shown before or after a networking or educational event or on their own. I2SL worked with the [Environmental Education Fund (EEF)](#) to screen films at past I2SL Annual Conferences. In addition to providing the film, EEF also sets up a Q&A session with a key film participant so your audience can engage directly with someone involved in the film. There is a cost associated with the showing that is dependent on the selected film. Contact I2SL if you are interested in offering a film through EEF at your next event, and we will put you in touch with our EEF representative.

Also, please don't forget that educational events, including presentations and tours, can qualify for continuing education credits, which are a great incentive for attendees. Learn more about offering continuing education credits for your chapter events.

Thank you for your continued support of I2SL, and best of luck with your summer events!

Kate Consroe, Shannon Johnson, and Crystal Jones
I2SL Chapter Coordinators
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